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This text is a compilation of subjects covering the African-American perspective, women's issues, religion and other related subjects.
Is This Rule Necessary?

Whoever embarks on a study of the development of our cataloging rules, from their spectacular trial before a royal commission and their brilliant defense by Panizzi in 1849, to the successive of the A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title, cannot fail to be impressed by the rules have brought to the profession. One could hardly view with satisfaction that these rules, their grow...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>1st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For Examiners’ Use

Name or Address

For NAME ON
Issues for which we need answers

People
- Series editors?
- Consultants?
- Designers?
- Illustrators?
- Editors?
- ND: Foreword writers?
- Translators?

Role of the organisation?
- e.g. No. 7 "in association with" No. 5, No. 6

Organisations

Title
- How do we deal with articles?
- What is a subtitle? e.g. No. 11
- Ampersands / Hyphens / other
- Weird punctuation marks?
- Alternative titles?
- Title spread over 2 pages?
- Series title - on separate page?
- What is the title of No. 53?

Other
- ACRONYMS?
- What is a publisher?
- What are the places of pub/pb?
- Whole text in more than one language?

No. 21 Books about books (linked info.)?
No. 32 Numerals in title?
No. 52 Title in English + another language?